Black Friday Daily
A mobile application curating the best
deals from all your favorite brands.

Research: Competitive Analysis

Customized to a user
in onboarding

Customized by
brands you like

Customized by
outfits you like

Sale Items
ONLY

Detailed filter
options

See favorite
fashion
bloggers’
deals

Multiple
Accounts in
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Buy/sell/trade

Price Drop
Alerts

Option to view
items with a
specific sale
amount
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Research: Task Analysis

*I watched my persona use competing apps,
and took note of her “likes” and “dislikes”,
in order to get inspired for my design.

Task Analysis On Competitors: User “Dislikes”
Picking size in the
onboarding process
feels like its too soon;
unnecessarily invasive, way too quickly.
(why can’t I just narrow it down in the filter later?)

GLASE:

POLYVORE:

GLASE:
Doesn't trust
this customized filter.
(Doesn’t like the idea of
finding “what you like”
based on outfit)

SHOPITTOME:

“This page just overwhelms me.
I don’t know what’s going on”

WALEO:

“I don’t like
how I can’t search for
brands I love,
or that I cant jump to other
brands towards the end of
the alphabet easily”
• Ineﬃcient to see one product at a time
• takes too long
• “I should be able to see multiple options
and only click on them when I want to…I
shouldn't be forced to see
every single one”

Task Analysis On Competitors: User “Likes”
SPRING:
THE REAL REAL:

SHOPITTOME:

The way items
were displayed.

The ability to narrow
down based on item
type

!

Search bar @ top
• easy and clear filtering
options
• View multiple items at a
time
• option to view original
and sale price
•

Price-drop alerts
&
Clear onboarding
tooltips

Static Navigation Bar
SHOPITTOME:

GLASE:
SPRING:

In depth filters
(brand, price,
category)
&
ability to search
within filters
so you can add a
brand you like.

“I like how you can
adjust the price, this
makes it so
easy” (referring to
adjusting min & max
with your fingers)

Although I don’t like how you can't
search brands, I do like how you can
mark brands to see on sale. My first
priority when shopping is seeing
items according to brands I like.

Persona
(Based on an interview)

Roxana
• 28 Years
• Financial Advisor
• Married with a child
• LA resident

Shopping Habits:
• Almost only shops online
• 90% of her clothes are from sales
• Mostly does her own retail shopping
online (not husband, not baby)

User Painpoints

Solutions

PAINPOINTS
•

She is lacking TIME & MONEY

•

Busy balancing taking care of the baby & working- doesn’t have time to
do a “quick” shop (especially with LA traffic)!

•

Husband just started his own business , so they are tighter on money
than usual

•

“I prefer to wear “nicer” brands, so I only buy sale. 90% of the items I buy
are on sale”

•

Would like a discount app like this to consist of medium-high end brands;
so she can buy items she wouldn't normally buy full price

•

Doesn’t consider anything under 40% off a “steal”, but wants to have the
option to see it anyway

•

Wants a ton of filtering options; brand, size, color, etc

•

Doesn’t care too much for the multi-account option for other family
members, but wouldn't mind having it

•

•

•

Buys a ton of items based off of instagram bloggers she follows
(like2buy.com), and would love to be able to see what her favorite fashion
bloggers are buying on sale
“I only want to use this app if it allows me to purchase the items directly in
the app. I don't like being redirected”.
To consider for next steps: Only shops online with sites that have free
shipping

SOLUTIONS
•

A user friendly mobile application that saves time by its
efficiency, and money by only showing you sale items from
your favorite brands

•

Having a mobile app at the tip of her fingers, while she is
busy & on the go

•

This app consists of ONLY SALE ITEMS

•

App curates her favorite Medium-high end brands that are
discounted

•

The option to filter out the percent off items are

•

A variety of clear filtering options

•

Multi account options for the family

•

Ability to see her favorite bloggers’ “steals” in the app

•

The app allows you to buy all the items in it, without
redirecting you

•

Free shipping

User Flow

Landing Page
(Sign up & Value Prop)

Sign Up
(Using Email)

Customize:
Shop Women

Customize
Brands

Customize
Influencers

Tool Tips
(Tap out until done)

Homepage

Check off
sale percent oﬀ
wanted

Tap categories wanted

Shop Category

Home

Update Filters

Taps brands to filter

Filter

Clickable Prototype

Everything was designed for the needs of my
user, and to meet the goals of the project brief:
https://marvelapp.com/f9gehb

Screens Explained

2. Sign Up
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1. Landing Page
1, 2
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1. Title with background image
2. Tagline before you sign in
3. Options to sign up through fb or email
4. Option to sign in on if you have an account
5. Onboarding progress bar
6. Value proposition with
nice visuals as you scroll
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1. Quick, easy, clear sign
up
2. Minimal Design
3. Call to action button
4. Progress bar

Screens Explained
3-3.1. Customize gender

4-4.1. Customize brands

1. Men/women retail customization
2. When you tap an option, it appears
darker with a checkmark, to let you
know you picked it (you have the
option to add both men & women )
3. Assurance that you can eventually add
more, but we will make it easy & start
with you
1
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4. Call to action “done”
5. Progress Bar

1. Option to choose some of the
most popular mid-high end
brands
2. Once you tap one, it gets darker
and a check mark appears to
indicate its marked
3. Assurance to the user that they
can add more and this is not their
only chance
4. Option to skip

Screens Explained
5-5.2. Influencer Sale Items
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1. User can find deals their favorite
bloggers bought
2. Option to search bloggers they
like
3. Option to follow popular bloggers
we recommend

4. Once you follow, a check mark
appears to indicate it’s marked (you can
also unfollow)
5. Option to skip this if users don’t want
to do this now

6. Once you’re done, you can now
enter the final stage of the on
boarding

Screens Explained
6-6.2: Onboarding Tool Tips
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1. Before they enter, users can see a
blurred/low opacity of the app so they
have an idea of what it is upon entering
2. First, the “save” feature is explained so
the user knows what it is upon entering
(the icon isn't self explanatory so they
need the on boarding for this)
3. User taps outside of the tooltip to get the
next one
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4. The blogger feature is explained,
with the icon of instagram,
representing social media (as our
persona finds their fashion bloggers
on instagram)

5. Filtering options are explained.
User taps out to enter homepage,
and on boarding ends.

Screens Explained
7-7.1: Homepage: “SHOP ALL”
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5. Ability to narrow down sale items by
checking oﬀ what the “percent oﬀ” you
want to see
6. Option to save for later, and we notify
user when the price goes down
7. Transparent pricing- you see sale price
vs original
8. Ability to see how much (percentage
wise) each item is oﬀ of its original
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BOTTOM NAVIGATION:
9) My shopping bag: Items I want to
purchase (Idea: in it you can drag to items
diﬀerent accounts family)
10) Saved: Items for later, we notify you of
discounts
11) Bloggers: Your favorite bloggers retail
items on sale
12) Settings: Account, orders, return
policies, etc.
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1. Site Search bar at the top where they can search
categories, brands, colors, styles, etc.
2. Account management (can switch to other family
members)
3. TOP NAVIGATION: Homepage puts you in “Shop all”, but
you have option to switch to “shop category” if you know
you want something specific (radio button)
4. Filter and sort options
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Screens Explained
8-8.1: “Shop All” Filter
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1. Option to filter by brand, size, color,
and price
2. First part of filter is brand- you can
tap to go to other parts
3. Tap to check oﬀ a brand of interest
4. Search bar for brands you already
know you love and want to type in
5. Option to jump to diﬀerent letters of
alphabet
6. “Update all filters” takes you to the
refined version of the “shop all”
homepage

Screens Explained
9-9.1: Homepage: “Shop Category”
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1. Radio button (top navigation) allows
you to shop by category if you know
you want to find something specific
(a dress, a top, jeans, etc).
2. When you click on “shop category”,
a bunch of diﬀerent categories are
revealed
3. You have the option to check oﬀ
more than one
4. You also have the option to “select
all”
5. When you are done, you tap “done”
button, and it narrows it down to the
category you want

